Abstract. In this paper we present a cost-effective solution for combined de-noising and sharpening of digital images. Our method combines the unsharp masking and sigma filtering techniques through a regularization mechanism thus ensuring effective noise reduction and edge enhancement in the processed image. We describe our method in detail and we analyze the proposed implementation through extensive experiments done in various scenarios. Due to its low computational complexity the proposed method is well suited for mobile implementations.
Introduction
Digital photography has gained an increased interest, in the mobile devices industry, during the last decade. It is a common fact nowadays that mobile devices, such as mobile phones and PDA's, are equipped with digital cameras able to capture images and video clips. Due to their specific hardware limitations the quality of the captured images are not yet at the level of the SLR (single-lens reflex) cameras. The resolution of the imaging sensors, used in the cameraphones increases, but the total sensor size is limited, which decreases the active area of a sensor pixel. As a consequence, the captured images have a lower signal to noise ratio. Miniaturization and cost limitations enforce the use of lower quality optical systems in the cameraphones compared with the ones used in the SLR cameras. This very often introduces blur in the captured images and video clips. The low signal to noise ratio and the optical blur are probably the most important distortions that must be corrected by an imaging chain designed to be implemented in cameraphones. A very large amount of research has been done in the field of image de-noising and sharpening in order to address these two important problems and various solutions have been proposed in the open literature. Mobile devices possess a very limited processing power and contain several applications that must run in parallel which decreases even more the resources allocated for image processing tasks. As a consequence, there is a large interest in the development of low complexity image processing solutions suitable for mobile implementations.
In this paper we propose a cost effective solution to the problem of combined de-noising and sharpening of digital images. Our proposed method combines the sigma filtering and unsharp masking (USM), through a simple regularization step, to accomplish both noise reduction and edge enhancement. The reason why we have selected these two techniques is due to their relatively good performances obtained at a very low computational cost. The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 several related existing sharpening methods are briefly reviewed. In Section 3 we introduce our proposed approach and we illustrate its functionality through simple experiments done on synthetic images. In Section 4 we show the results of our method obtained for real images and Section 5 concludes the paper.
Existing Approaches
The problem of image sharpening has been extensively studied and many approaches have been proposed in the open literature. Bilateral filter have been used in [13] to implement a combined method for sharpening and de-noising. The novelty of this method consists in the introduction of an offset term in the range filter part of the bilateral filter. This offset is adapted to the local characteristics of the input image such that the behavior of the algorithm changes from smoothing to edge enhancement according to the local characteristics of the image. Although its good performances, this algorithm needs some optimization of the parameters which is done by training on a set of images. Image sharpening has been implemented also by means of fuzzy networks [10] , using methods modeling the human visual system [6] , by non-linear filtering in transform domain [7] or using diffusion filtering [3] , to mention a few. Although their good performance, the above mentioned approaches have some characteristics that makes them to be quite difficult to be implemented in low power devices. For instance the method in [10] make use of 2 fuzzy networks connected in parallel and have longer processing time compared with other approaches. The nonlinear methods from [6] and [7] , despite their excellent performance, have also relatively large computational complexity. The coupled shock-diffusion filtering method from [3] is expected to have also a long processing time since it is an iterative process.
Despite its simplicity, the unsharp masking technique [9] provides relatively good performance in enhancing the image sharpness thus representing a good alternative for practical implementations. In the unsharp masking technique the high frequency content of the input image is emphasized as depicted in Fig. 7 . According to this figure the input image is filtered by a high-pass filter (the dotted block denoted as HPF). The high-pass filtered image I H (i, j) is then multiplied by a constant parameter λ and added to the input image. There are several possibilities to implement the HPF filter. We should mention here that Fig. 7 suggests to implement the HPF filtering as the difference between the input image and its smoothed version (the output of the low-pass filter LPF). Equally well this operation can be implemented by a single high-pass convolution kernel [9] . Despite its simplicity and good performance, in many applications, the unsharp masking technique has two main drawbacks. First of all the noise present in the input image is amplified due to the presence of the high-pass filter. While this might not be visually disturbing in image regions with high activity (large number of edges), on smooth image areas noise amplification can give unpleasant visual distortions. Another disadvantage of the unsharp masking technique is the presence of the overshooting artifacts. This is due to a too large amplification of the high contrast areas. Among several solutions, proposed to eliminate or at least reduce these two disadvantages, the adaptive unsharp masking shown to be very effective [9] . The main idea of this method is to use a variable parameter λ which is adaptive to the image local contrast. In this manner the regions with medium contrast are enhanced more while the smooth regions and those with high contrast are less enhanced. However, in [9] , modification of λ is done by means of an adaptive filter which implies matrix inversion and increased number of parameters to setup.
Another way to reduce the overshooting in the unsharp masking is to introduce clipping of the overshoots to the nearest local extremes [11] , [8] . Some of the techniques that integrates clipping necessitate edge detection in order to be able to locate the position of the overshoots. In this paper we show that clipping not only the edge pixels, but every pixels from the image, one could obtain both de-noising and edge sharpening. We propose a modified processing scheme that combines sigma smoothing, unsharp masking and clipping to reach our goals.
Proposed Approach
In this section we describe our proposed method for combined de-noising and sharpening. In order to introduce our method we start from the block diagram of the USM depicted in Fig. 7 . Due to the presence of the high-pass filter (HPF) the processed image I O (i, j) might contain overshooting distortions around sharp edges. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 . In Fig. 2 one line from the binary image of Fig. 1 is shown and in Fig. 3 the result of USM is depicted. These overshooting distortions can be eliminated by clipping them to the extreme values from their neighborhood as shown in Fig. 4 . Now lets look to the case of noisy input images. To this end in Fig. 5 the same line of the binary image, with added zero mean Gaussian noise, is shown. In Fig. 6 we show the enhanced output using USM. One can notice, from this figure, the overshooting and noise amplification effects. Analyzing the plots from Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 , we can observe that clipping would not be very effective in the noisy case. Indeed, the local extremes around overshoots are affected by the input noise and clipping them using the noisy local extremes could introduce artifacts. From this observation we can conclude that clipping would be more effective if it is made according to a noise-free version of the input image instead of the original noisy one. As a consequence we modify the block diagram of the USM with clipping as shown in Fig. 10 . Moreover instead of clipping only edge pixels we perform clipping for all image pixels. Clipping is done according to the smoothed image I F (i, j). In this manner in smooth areas the noise level from the processed image is limited to the level of the remaining noise in I F (i, j). As a consequence, the noise in the output image will be at most equal with the noise level from I F (i, j) and the edges of I O (i, j) will be enhanced without overshooting.
Original image
Input image Combined den. sharrp. and clipp.
Combined den. sharp. no clipp. USM Cascaded den. sharp. and clipp. Fig. 11 . From left to right and up to bottom (part of the images): Original image, noisy blurred input image, the result of the implementation from Fig. 10 , the result of the implementation from Fig. 9 , the result of USM (Fig. 7) , the result of the implementation from Fig. 8 According to Fig. 10 , the flow of our proposed algorithm is as follows: 1. Compute the image I F (i, j) by smoothing the input image I(i, j). The smoothing process should retain as many image details as possible while reducing the input noise. Due to its simple implementation we have selected for this step the sigma filtering method [4] . Other more complex image de-noising methods can be implemented as well if there is enough computational power available (see for instance [1] and the references therein).
Compute the image I H (i, j) by high-pass filtering of the input image I(i, j).
This can be done by convolving I(i, j) with a high pass kernel g(k, l).
Another alternative to obtain I H (i, j) is to compute it as the difference between the original image I(i, j) and its low-pass version I L (i, j) as follows:
with h(i, j) being a low pass filtering kernel. (Fig. 7) , the result of the method shown in Fig. 8 3. Add the enhanced high-pass image I H (i, j) to the de-noised image I F (i, j):
where λ is a constant parameter controlling the strength of sharpening. 4. Clipping the enhanced image I S (i, j) according to the local extremes from I F (i, j): Another alternative implementation is depicted in Fig. 8 . However there are differences between the method illustrated in Fig. 10 and the method depicted in Fig. 8 . In the first method the high-pass filtered image I H (i, j) is computed from the input image while in Fig. 8 it is computed from the de-noised image I F (i, j). De-noising will smooth also some details of the image such that cascading denoising and USM as in Fig. 8 those details might not be enough enhanced. On the contrary, the details that would be smoothed in the de-noising process are still enhanced in Fig. 10 due to the fact that I H (i, j) is obtained from the original image. Since the output I O (i, j) is obtained by adding the enhanced high frequency content to the de-noised image I F (i, j), in both methods, some under enhancement of small details can be expected. However, in implementation shown in Fig. 10 this effect is somehow reduced due to the fact that I H (i, j) is computed from the input image. Anyway, both implementations have the same computational complexity and they perform similar in most of the cases. 
Experiments and Results
In this section we present experimental results showing the performance of our proposed approach on gray scale and color digital images. We have performed extensive experiments to verify the behavior of our new method on several well known test images as well as on images captured with cameraphones and dedicated digital cameras. The image data-base, which we have used in our experiments, contains more than 80 gray scale and color images captured with different imaging devices.
In the first set of experiments, presented here, the 8 bit image Lena was first blurred using a Gaussian kernel with σ 2 G = 1 and then a zero mean Gaussian distributed noise with variance σ 2 n = 25 was added to it. In Fig. 11 the processed images by the methods described in Fig. 7, Fig. 8, Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 are shown. We can see that both implementations from Fig. 8 and Fig. 10 enhance the image sharpness without increasing the noise level. This is due to the clipping mechanism that is applied to all image pixels. As expected, the USM method and the implementation from Fig. 9 suffers from noise amplification and overshooting. In the second set of experiments, several 8 bit digital color images, captured by different cameraphones and dedicated digital cameras, have been processed by the same enhancement methods and the results are shown in Fig. 12, Fig. 13 , Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 . Again we can see that our proposed methods ensure more pleasant visual results with enhanced edges, reduced noise and no overshoots also for digital color images.
The sigma filter, used in our approach, necessitates the knowledge of the noise variance. In our implementation we have used the method from [2] to estimate the noise variance.
Conclusions
In this paper we have introduced a noise reduction and sharpening method suitable for mobile implementations. In our method we combined the sigma de-noising and the unsharp masking techniques through a simple clipping mechanism. We have seen that if clipping is done for all image pixels and not only for over enhanced edges the noise level in the processed image can be reduced together with increasing the edge sharpness. The proposed method can be combined with other existing approaches that adaptively adjusts the strength of sharpening based on the local image activity. Further developments in this direction as well as better clipping alternatives are currently under consideration and the results will be published elsewhere.
